PRODUCT DATA SHEET

GRAPHITE HD
CV PRIMER TINTING PASTE
A 5700, black

Z

Application
all applications

Description:


brilliant top coat appearance



colour strength



can be used in all PUR and EP primer and filler

Remarks:

Aluminum-Chassis have be primed with a suitable primer
The substrate should be clean, free of dust, rust, oil and grease

Special remarks

Paint process



The products are suitable for professional use only.



It cannot be ruled out that this product contains particles < 0.1 μm

Can be used for all CV Painting Processes.

Spreading rate

Mixing ratio

Remarks

Solid content

56 %

Max. 10% by volume

!

Detailed information on mixing ratio and process data can be found inside technical data sheets of Primer / Filler
GHD CHASSIS PRIMER FILLER, GHD CHASSIS SURFACER, GHD MULTI PRIMER FILLER P 5520, GHD
SURFACER WHITE, GHD EPOXI CF
Processing data of the mentioned primer and primer fillers do not change by adding GHD PRIMER TINTING
PASTE

The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. In view of the many factors that may affect processing and application of our products, these data do not relieve
processors from carrying out their own investigations and tests; neither do these data imply any guarantee of certain properties, nor the suitability of the products for a specific purpose. Any descriptions,
drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights etc. given herein are for general information purpose only; they may change without prior information and do not constitute the agreed contractual quality
of the products (product specification). The latest version supersedes all previous versions. You can obtain the latest version from our website at www.rmpaint.com or directly from your sales partner. It is
the responsibility of the recipient of our products to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed.
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Perfection made simple

